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In recent studies, it has been established that improvements in the injection rate

results in improved mixing, combustion efficiency, and reduced pollutant

emissions. Varying injection rates have been observed to find out the

optimization injection rate. In this study, split injection with different

injection rates was used as the flexible injection to investigate the diesel

spray mixing efficiency. Large eddy simulation (LES) was used to investigate

the complex diesel mixing processes of unsteady turbulence. The split injection

was combined with different fuel injection rates to approximate the ramping-

down rate shape. The simulation results of flexible injection rates showed the

formation of a highly unstable aerosol vapor structure with the turbulence

structure that produces the vortex in the spray area. The powerful injection rates

provide a very strong spray turbulence structure and vortex formation. The

backflow and vortex are evident when the dwell time of injection is setup. The

flexible injection rates have a huge influence on themixing efficiency of the fuel

spray. Basicmixing efficiency predictions revealed that the dwell time of the split

injection and inverse injection pressure affect the turbulence structure. Another

prediction is that the initial pressure of the injection rate has a significant impact

on evaporation and mixing efficiency, even using the same fuel quantity and

same condition. The double-rectangular split injection has a slight effect on the

spray radial extension, and the spray area grows rapidly while the equivalence

ratio is low. The double-drop split injection with a high pressure difference has a

great influence on the spray radial extension and spray length. Additionally, the

higher injection pressure results in lower equivalence ratios and more efficient

mixing.
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1 Introduction

At present, there are significant challenges in increasing the

mixing efficiency and reducing emissions of diesel engines, for

which optimizing the spray formation behavior is essential. Past

research has included strategies for improving the efficiency and

reducing the emissions of diesel engines, but ultimately the

varying injection rates of fuel injection play an important role

in improving the new diesel engine. Liu et al. (2015) found that

although soot emissions decreased with higher injection times,

the combustion efficiency decreased.

Currently, a large amount of research is being focused on

improving the injection and injection pattern simultaneously in

search of better efficiency of fuel sprays for further effect on

mixing and combustion efficiency. Such as Shuai et al. (2009)

who suggested from simulation results that the rectangular shape

and boot rate geometry can reduce UHC CO and soot emissions.

Tay et al. (2017) have supported that the boot injection rate can

reduce soot particle size and avoid exchange of NOx and CO,

while Knox et al. (2015) have shown that ramp-down injection

significantly reduces the equivalence ratio on the axis of the fuel

spray. The research by Edzuan Bin Abdullah et al. (2018) and

Akiyama et al. (2019) present an inversed-delta injection rate. It

shows reduced catch-up, resulting in decreased formation of a

rich mixture at the spray tip and enhancing air entrainment in

spray (Edzuan Bin Abdullah et al., 2019), supporting fuel–air

mixing, thereby enabling good mixing. Liu et al. (2022)

developed a spray model to satisfy the diesel spray

penetration calculation with different injection rate shapes.

The review reveals that there is a fair amount of research into

the study of different injection rate patterns on the combustion

and emission processes of diesel engines. These research are in

line with our previous study (Naruemon et al., 2020) that found

the injection rate pattern had the highest initial injection, and it

gradually decreases with ultrahigh injection pressure showing the

best spray mixing efficiency, which is of the same shape as that of

the boot, ramp-down, and inversed-delta injection rates. This

shows that the injection rate pattern has a significant influence on

the spray efficiency, especially the injection rate with a high initial

injection and the unsteady injection rate, but most of the research

is still on the general continuous injection rate. And research on

the influence of injection rate determination on the dynamic

behavior of fuel particles in the spray mixing process are

relatively less, with most of it being limited to the typical

injection pressure and single-injection rate. Therefore, the

study of the flexible injection rate and behavior of the fuel

spray process to gain a deeper understanding is much needed.

Using the split injection can represent varying injection rates.

Past research has developed a split injection strategy by

optimizing the injection time and fuel mass. Research by

Cung et al. (2015) and Moiz et al. (2016) presented that those

split injections can show a strong interaction between the

previously injected combustion jet and the impending cold

spray, giving this reaction a strong influence on the ignition

process and emissions for the split injection. In addition, Skeen

et al. (2015) found that the first injection combustion causes

higher temperature gas entrainment, increases pressure and local

temperature, creating good conditions for the earlier start of the

second injection (Bolla et al., 2017). Although past research have

shown that a split injection strategy had been developed, it still

uses a general injection rate. Therefore, using split injection can

offer a new injection shape that decreases the fuel injection mass

post injection, which can represent the high initial injection of

varying injection rates. Zheng et al. (2015) found that adopting

the pilot injection close to the main injection can effectively

reduce the peak of the premixed heat release rate and the

maximum pressure rise rate. The pilot main moment had a

more pronounced effect on smoke than the pilot injection rate,

and smoke emissions decreased as the main pilot period

increased. Longer main post-injection interval results in lower

heat release rates and longer combustion times, while the post-

injection rate had little effect on the post-injection start-up of

ignition. Smoke emissions increase first and then decrease with

time after retardation post injection.

In addition, our previous study (Naruemon et al., 2020) had

found that the injection rate with ultrahigh injection pressure

showed greater influence on diesel mixing behavior. In recent

years, ultrahigh injection pressure has been widely discussed,

such as in the study by Yu (2019) in the atomization of fuel spray

using experimental methods under ultrahigh injection pressure

in the range of 200–350 MPa. The results showed that the

increased fuel injection pressure had an impact on the

evolution of aerosols and the penetration of the spray tip was

faster and the induced shock waves appeared more clear. Jia et al.

(2017) studied an experiment with an injection pressure of

300 MPa and showed that when the injection pressure was

higher, a smaller shock wave angle was observed and the

Sauter mean diameter (SMD) of the spray was smaller. Yu

et al. (2019) who studied diesel injection with an injection

pressure of 350 MPa confirmed that under ultrahigh injection

pressure conditions, the SMD of all droplets was significantly

smaller. In addition, Yu et al. (2017) conducted both

experimental and simulated studies of the spray characteristics

at an injection pressure of 240 MPa. The results showed that an

increase in the vortex at the lower part of the spray was effective

in improving atomization. The aforementioned research found

that for diesel engines, ultrahigh injection pressure results in a

higher spray mixing efficiency. However, there is still a lack of

research on ultrahigh injection pressure of intermittent and

nonconstant injection rates, hence this study is challenging

research of various injection rate patterns with ultrahigh

injection pressures. Although the challenge of determining the

ultrahigh injection rate is a big problem, the newly developed fuel

injection technology has been capable of controlling the injection

pressure precisely and generating very high injection pressures.

The study by Wang et al. (2019) showed that with ultrahigh
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voltage test settings, initial testing of the high-pressure system

can produce a maximum pressure of approximately 870 MPa.

The current technology can precisely control the injection

volume and injection pattern. Hence, controlling a wide range of

injection patterns is possible here. Although the fuel injection

rate shaping strategy is highly efficient, using a high injection

pressure rate and dividing very short injection intervals also

presents challenges in itself. According to the author’s

knowledge, it can be said that there has not yet been a

detailed analytical study of the varying injection rates with

ultrahigh injection pressure and short injection duration in

terms of the effect on fuel particle dissociation and mixing

efficiency, especially the split injection with different injection

patterns.

The existing research on the development and improvement

of diesel engine performance is often studied in the performance

of the entire system of combustion in diesel engines. There have

been few studies looking at controlled combustion chamber

areas. Diesel spray behavior is the key to mixing and

combustion efficiencies, and the diesel spray mixing behavior

is very complex and difficult to investigate. Thus, studying such

behavior remains challenging. In addition, although there are

many studies of technologies for improving and developing

diesel engines from past research, the study of diesel spray

through a detailed study of the spray behavior, such as

breakup, evaporation, turbulence, and mixing, remains limited

and has not been studied. The injection rate shape did not

determine which shape was the best injection rate shape.

Therefore, it is attractive to study the spray behavior to find

the most effective new injection rate shaping strategies.

In order to fill in the gaps in the past research, the authors

foresee that varying injection rates are influential and

significantly effective for mixing and combustion control, but

there remains a challenge in shaping complex injection rate

patterns. The split injection strategy also plays an important

role, no less. Past research that was aimed at the astonishing

ability of the injection rate, with a high initial injection rate, offers

great difference and excellent performance. In addition, the

ultrahigh injection pressure has a great influence on the diesel

mixing behavior. Here, split injections are used to represent a

variable injection rate. In addition, split injection strategies are

created with different injection rates to present a flexible injection

pattern that is attractively representative of the varying injection

rate studies, and all study conditions of newly flexible injection

patterns were using ultrahigh injection pressure. This study

applies the concept of using split injection with different

injection patterns to improve the spray mixing and

combustion efficiency of the diesel engine. However, the

spraying and mixing behavior remain a challenge for

researchers, and there is a great need to study them in detail.

This article studies the spray formation behavior to

understand the spray history with an emphasis on the effect

of injection pattern and dwell time on the turbulence structure. In

order to consider these phenomena, it is necessary to have a study

technique that can study the patterns of multiphase aerosol

turbulence that occurs during spraying. We propose a

multiphase spray investigation using numerical simulation of

the LES model. By this method, it is possible to display the results

of different states during the process (liquid and vapor). Matheis

and Hickel (2018) showed that the LES model can create a

multicomponent model of high-pressure fuel injection, and

the study of the vortex flow evolution and fuel cavitation of

Piscaglia et al. (2021) showed that the LES model simulations can

show the formation of an unsteady vapor structure that agrees

with the experimental data. Therefore, in this study, the model

created can not only predict the spray area and aerosol dispersion

but also be a suitable model and predict the collision effect of

aerosols. The created LES model was validated with the baseline

information from ECN (Anonymnous, 2021). Finally, the

numerical results have been compared quantitatively and

qualitatively. The findings of this study are expected to

provide useful insights for the injection rate setting of future

trials aimed at improving the diesel fuel mixing efficiency.

2 Methodology and numerical
methods

The study used numerical simulations to study the behavior

of spray and diesel mixing. This study’s approach involved using

the LESmodel in conjunction with the KH-RTmodel under basic

conditions ECN Spray A. The SGS was built using the dynamic

structure model. The generated model was used to analyze the

spray turbulence structure in the spray behavior to analyze the

influence of different flexible injection patterns.

2.1 Spray modeling

The spray of diesel engines is characterized by a short liquid core

and rapid atomization. Hence, from the point of view of the

modeling of calculation, the fuel (n-dodecane) is injected in a

cylindrical volume geometry with the initial droplet size

distribution to determine the drips those separate from the

upstreamwall, then allowing an upstream hot ambient entrainment.

The present study uses the KH-RT model for droplet

secondary breakup. The KH-RT model is a hybrid method

consisting of the KH wave model and RT, the instability of

normal acceleration to the droplet surface. The KH mechanism

considers droplets to be liquid jets that have been stripped after

being injected into the gas environment, while the RT

mechanism is driven by changes in density in the normal

direction of the liquid–gas interface. The KH model based on

the disruptive growth rate ΩKH and the wavelength ∧KH that

corresponds to the fastest ΩKH has a characteristic breakup time

τKH, which can be defined as follows:
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τKH � 3.276B1r

ΛKHΩKH
, (1)

where r represents the radius of the initial droplets. The stable

diameter is calculated as dc � 2B0ΛKH. The KH model

constants B1 and B0 control the breakup time and

wavelength, respectively, and the options of the

aforementioned parameters will be modified later. The

injected droplet’s size under the conditions of ECN Spray A

is generally within a few micrometers. Therefore, for the

corresponding KH wavelength of the wave droplet, the

surface is separated from the much larger grid. When

considering the RT model by assuming that there is linear

disturbance growth, the growth rate of ΩRT and ∧RT of the

wavelength can be determined. The RT breakup time is given by

the multiplicative inverse of the growth rate:

τRT � Cτ
1

ΩRT
, (2)

where C is the correction factor to delay the breakup under

certain conditions.

2.2 Spray turbulence interactions

The effects of turbulence distribution on spray droplets are

significant in engine spray simulation, such as the penetration of

liquid and vapor, which are important spray parameters. This

study presents in detail the characteristics of the spray flow fields to

study the influence of the injection pattern on spray behavior and

vortex formation produced from overlapping flow motions.

Backflow movement occurs in cases of suspension of injection

pressure and injection pressure changes interfere with the

surrounding gas pressure. The distribution of fuel and the

evolution of vortex with counterflow and radial expansion were

investigated. The calculation of turbulent distribution uses velocity

fluctuations in each direction of coordinates obtained from the

Gaussian probability function, as detailed in Xin et al. (1998). The

turbulent distribution of spray droplets is incorporated through a

stochastic calculation of drag force fluctuations in droplets. In the

context of the LES method used for dispersion caused only by sub-

grid turbulence scales when the dispersion caused by the large

eddies is captured by the drag force calculated by considering the

FIGURE 1
Geometry characteristics of the combustion chamber and
computational domain of the studied LES.

TABLE 1 Modeling and constant values of the numerical parameter.

Numerical setup

Modeling Tool Converge

Spray models

Drop evaporation model Frossling model

Collision model NTC collision

Collision outcome O’Rourke collision outcomes

Drop drag model Dynamic drop drag

Breakup KH-RT model

Turbulence model LES, dynamic structure

Grid control

Base grid size 4,000 μm

Finest grid size 125 μm

KH-RT model constants

B0 0.61

B1 5

Cτ 0.1

CRT 0.1

Cbl 1.0

TABLE 2 Operating conditions are based on Spray A from the ECN
website.

Spray A specification

Injection conditions

Fuel n-dodecane (n-C12H26)

Nominal nozzle diameter 84 μm

Injection pressure 50, 100, and 150 MPa

Ambient conditions

Ambient temperature 440, 900 K

Ambient density 22.8 kg/m3
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calculated fluctuations in the velocity that corresponds to the large

structure.

3 Computational setup

In this work, the “CONVERGE”CFD software version 2.4 was

used to simulate the spraying and atomization of a constant

volume combustion chamber as shown in Figure 1. Based on

the independent analysis of the mesh, it has been found that the

grid size setting should be less than or equal to 125 μm because

determining the size of the grid must consider the surrounding

context, which is necessary to consider the size of the nozzle

diameter. The use of fine grid sizes in the spray appearance area is

required as are the rough grids in the noncritical areas (areas

without spray presence) to reduce the cost of computation.

FIGURE 2
Spray shapes and equivalence ratio histories at 440 K ambient temperature.

FIGURE 3
Spray shapes and equivalence ratio histories at 900 K ambient temperature (injection pressure, 150 MPa).
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In this study, the mesh is independent. The simulation results

concluded that different grid sizes have a minimal impact on spray

penetration when the mesh size of the model created is independent.

The finest cell size (125 μm) covers a 15-mm gap between the nozzle

and downstream to ensure sufficient resolution in the position where

the mixing density takes place, and the rest of the vapor penetration

region is set up with a cell size of 250 μm. The computational domain

of the studied LES is separated into amesh with different levels of cell

sizes. The adjustment layer is specified with R1, R2, R3, and R4 as

shown in Figure 1, which corresponds to the cell sizes 4,000, 2,000,

250, and 125 μm, respectively. The separate domains correspond to

the volume of the experimental combustion vessel at the Sandia

National Laboratories, which consists of approximately 1.9 million

hexahedral cells. The time step in all cases is set to 10 ns.

FIGURE 4
Spray penetration under different ambient temperatures. (A) Spray penetration and (B) injection mass flow rate.

FIGURE 5
Spray shapes and equivalence ratio histories of case injection pressure: 100 MPa.
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The spray characterization study was performed using the

KH-RT breakup model in conjunction with LES. The modeling

and constant values of the numerical parameters used in the fuel

injection simulations model are shown in Table 1. The selected

values shown in Table 1 are relevant to the initial knowledge of

the spatial data on the primary breakup and droplet formation.

The current work analyzed different injection rates, while the

relationship between the spray cone angle and injection pressure

was discussed in our previous work (Naruemon et al., 2020).

However, this study used a constant fuel injection quantity and

injection duration time for all case studies, therefore the same

input data of spray cone angle was used (21°).

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Model validation

To clarify the performance of the model, the generated model

was examined under basic ECN Spray A experimental conditions

as shown in Table 2. At first, the different ambient temperatures

were considered to study the spray formation behavior when the

reaction rate varies due to different temperatures, and next, the

different injection pressures were considered to study the spray

penetration behavior when the velocity rate varies due to

different pressures.

Current calculations are performed by liquid n-dodecane,

injected from a nozzle hole into the combustion vessel with the

ambient gas composition: N2, 89.71%; CO2, 6.52%; and H2O,

3.77% under thermodynamic conditions.

Figures 2, 3 show the spray behavior of the simulation result

as compared with the experimental data of 440 and 900 K

ambient temperatures, respectively. The results in Figure 3

reveal that the simulation result of the spray shape was

narrower than the experimental results, but turbulence waves

and expanding spray appears to be a real phenomenon. The

dispersion density in Figures 2, 3 tend to match the experimental

results. It can be stated that the created model is efficient in

providing a spray formation behavior capable of displaying an

interesting turbulence structure, as well as in presenting the

swirling and spray flow.

In addition, Figure 4 shows the higher deviation of spray

penetration length at an ambient temperature of 440 K than at an

ambient temperature of 900 K when compared to the

experimental data, while the experimental data remains almost

the same in both cases. However, in reality, in cases with the same

injection pressure but different ambient pressures, the lower

ambient pressure should result in longer spray penetration,

which is consistent with the simulation result in this study.

The initial injection demonstrated that both cases correctly

captured the initial ramp for spray penetration. These findings

indicate that the generated model performed well in spray

simulation under a variety of ambient temperature conditions.

To ensure that the generated model was effective enough, this

study validates the model with three different injection pressure

conditions as shown in Table 2. The comparison results of the

spray behavior and the equivalence ratio histories of injection

pressure 150, 100, and 50 MPa conditions are shown in Figures 3,

5, 6, respectively. The results of the comparison show that the

spray shape and turbulence characteristics matched those of the

FIGURE 6
Spray shapes and equivalence ratio histories of case injection pressure: 50 MPa.
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experimental data. Although the spray width and spray

penetration length do not match 100%, the simulation results

can show clear transient turbulence of the spray structure since

the nozzle exit includes the backflow and vortex formations.

Figure 5 shows that the simulation results of the vapor

penetration are shorter than the experiment data, starting

from injection time 3.0 ms, while Figure 6 shows that vapor

penetration results are shorter than 3.5 ms. However, the overall

simulation results of the different injection pressures show good

agreement with the experimental data; in particular, the results of

the injection pressure 150 MPa condition (Figure 3).

In addition, Figure 7 compares the spray penetration

length under various injection pressure conditions. It can

be seen that the spray penetration length at injection

pressure 150 MPa shows good simulation results, while the

injection pressure 100 and 50 MPa are in good agreement with

the experimental data at the start of injection. These results

can be explained by the spray transient turbulent formation

using different cell size layers. Such a design produces poor

simulation results for longer injection duration cases while

producing excellent simulation results for the short injection

duration cases. This is because the spray usually disperses near

the nozzle exit shortly after injection begins. When spray

expands due to turbulence structural waves and move

downstream, it implies that these phenomena must take

time and adjust the grid size level. For longer injection

durations, such phenomena might result in simulation

performance errors. The discrepancy result was a model

error after the end of the injection approximately twice the

injection duration of the case of injection pressure 150 MPa.

Therefore, the model created was effective enough to predict

spray behavior both during the injection process and after the

end of the injection at no more than the estimated 3.0-ms

injection duration time.

It has been observed that the LES could obtain a temporary

spray structure in relation to the fractional distribution of the

FIGURE 7
Spray penetration of different injection pressures. (A) Spray penetration and (B) injection mass flow rate.
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mixture, temperature, and pressure. The simulation results of the

LES model showed the momentum exchange behavior between

the hot gas in the combustion chamber and the spray injected

more clearly than the simulation result of the RANS model from

our previous study (Naruemon et al., 2020). More importantly,

the LES can capture multiple spray change points, and the LES

can depict turbulence waves of the shear force at the interface

between the fuel spray and the surrounding air. The next section

presents the characteristics and behavior of the flow and mixing

patterns of fuel sprays with different injection patterns.

4.2 Effect of injection rate

This study examines the effect of the injection rate on spray

behavior. Before going any further, it is worth clarifying that

since there is no oxygen concentration in all study cases. This

study analysis only considers fuel mixing with gas flow, and the

intensity shown is the fuel density. This section examines the

study condition operation under the same conditions with the

experimental conditions of the ambient temperature of 900 K

and injection pressure 150 MPa.

Figure 8 shows five different injection patterns, where RECT

represents the typical fuel injection pattern, QIGD represents the

peak injection rate at initial injection duration as in our previous

study (Naruemon et al., 2020). The 2QIQD represents the same

injection rate as that of the QIQD but is divided into two

injections (t1st0.77 ms/tdwell0.30 ms/t2nd0.77 ms) to represent the

split injections, while the L2RECT represents the 2QIQD

represents the two rectangular injection rates (t1st0.80 ms/

tdwell0.30 ms/t2nd0.44 ms) to study the different injection

patterns, and the two rectangular injection rates of the

H2RECT are the same as those of the L2RECT (t1st0.77 ms/

tdwell0.30 ms/t2nd0.47 ms) but have larger differences between the

first and second injection rates to study the effect of the initial

pressure. The L2RECT and H2RECT injection rates shape the

injection rates to study the influence of the initial injection rate.

The injection rates of the L2RECT and H2RECT were clearly

different from the first injection rate, where the L2RECT

injection rate has a lower first injection rate than that of the

H2RECT injection rate. The injection duration of RECT, QIGD,

L2RECT, and H2RECT are the same (1.54 ms), while the

injection duration of the 2QIQD was set at 1.84 ms. In this

study, the RECT, QIGD, L2RECT, and H2RECT injection rates

used the same injection duration and the same injection quantity

in all cases, with just differences in the setting of the injection

rates. This is because the timing and amount of fuel injection are

often the important factors in engine control. The main purpose

of this research is to study the influence of different fuel injection

rates. Therefore, setting the same fuel injection timing and

amount in all cases is an effective control variable for

studying the influence of the fuel injection rate. In addition,

different injection patterns were employed at different peak

injection pressures. Peak injection pressures were set at 150,

FIGURE 8
Varying injection patterns.
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600, 600, 266, and 470 MPa for the RECT, QIGD, 2QIQD,

L2RECT, and H2RECT, respectively. However, although the

maximum injection pressure of 600 MPa exceeds current

technology, the review shows that creating ultrahigh pressure

fuel injection is practical. We also calibrated and validated the

spray model using experimental data with different injection

pressures. We concluded that the generated model could predict

spray behavior when injection rates and injection pressures

change. Hence, five injection patterns were used to study the

influence of flexible injection on spray behavior and the spray

mixing process.

4.2.1 Influence of initial injection rate
Although past research have shown interest in different

injection rates in groups of the boot, ramp-down, or even

inversed-delta injection patterns those represent high initial

injection rates, most of the past research had been focused on

the general injection rate with normal injection pressure. In this

study, interest has been shown in studying the short injection

rate with ultrahigh injection pressure to find out outstanding

advantages of the new flexible injection rate. This section

presents the results of a comparative study of the RECT and

QIGD in understanding the influence of the initial

injection rate.

The TKE of RECT and QIGD are compared in Figure 9. It

can be seen that the TKE of QIGD is higher at the start and

gradually decreases until it is equal to the TKE of RECT, while the

TKE distribution behavior of the QIGD is significantly larger.

This is because the ultrahigh injection pressure of the QIGD

causes a lot of turbulence in the spray field.

In addition, Figure 10 shows that the fluid penetration

distances are similar in both cases, although there was a very

high change in injection pressure at the start, while the vapor

behavior of the QIGD expands wider and longer with higher

injection pressure. The QIGD with ultrahigh initial injection

pressure also represents the equivalence ratio behavior that

quickly dilutes and distributes, as shown by the direction of

dispersion by the influence of velocity on the velocity arrow

vector. This means that the gas mass flow rate can be increased as

the injection pressure increases.

Figure 11 shows that the QIGD has a bigger spray area and

spray angle than that of the RECT. The spray area at the section

near the nozzle exit shows a small spray angle. This is because

increasing the injection pressure increases the radial speed from

FIGURE 9
TKE values and TKE distribution for RECT and QIGD.
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the ambient gas retention, the spray area quickly moves to the

center and the spray tip, which causes a larger expansion of the

spray tip. This section shows that the ultrahigh initial injection

pressure influences the terms of spray spread and turbulence.

4.2.2 Influence of split injections
The varying injection rates are an important effective strategy

for controlling mixing and combustion efficiency, but there are

still limitations in the formulation of various injection rates.

Therefore, the split injection strategy has emerged as the leading

option that can serve this purpose. The split injection strategy can

offer increase–decrease injections to create varying injection rate

patterns. In this section, the QIGD and 2QIQD were examined

for the effect of split injection.

The simulation result in Figure 12 shows that the spray

penetration of QIGD and 2QIGD has different shapes due to the

effect of the split injections. Figure 12 shows that after the dwell

time (1.3 ms), the spray behavior of the 2QIGD injection rate

case shows a velocity vector with a reverse direction of spray flow.

This is because the fuel pressure is weakened during the dwell

time of injection, causing the surrounding gas pressure to beat

the injection pressure, demonstrating the potential for eddy

current formation, causing the air entrainment and formation

of a spray mixing, which causes the faster dilution equivalence

ratio. It can be said that this behavior will complete the mixing

process faster.

In addition, Figure 13 shows that the liquid phase is only

available in a small area near the nozzle for both shapes, a

phenomenon attributed to an increase in the injection

pressure. Meanwhile the 2QIGD shows higher TKE

values due to the dwell time. Clearly, with double

injection, the temperature absorbing is increased due to

the local temperature absorption that the second spray is

affected by the previous injection, where the second

injection penetrates through the preexisting environment,

greatly reducing the resistance of the second injection,

causing the faster increase of the axial velocity for the

second spray.

FIGURE 10
Comparisons of distribution of liquid, fuel mass fraction, and equivalence ratio at 0.9 ms ASOI, and spray penetration of RECT and QIGD.
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FIGURE 11
Comparisons of spray area boundaries and spray angle of RECT and QIGD.

FIGURE 12
Fuel mass fraction history, equivalence ratio history, and velocity vector of QIGD and 2QIGD.
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FIGURE 13
Comparisons of distribution of liquid, fuel mass fraction, TKE, and temperature history of QIGD and 2QIGD at 1.3 ms.

FIGURE 14
Velocity vector direction of vortex and spray area boundary.
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FIGURE 15
Spray area boundary for different spraying ranges. The first injection boundary is shown at the end of the first injection. The second injection
boundary is shown at the beginning of the second injection. The end of the injection boundary is shown at the end of the injection point, which is
different in each case.

FIGURE 16
History of equivalence ratio and spray velocity vector direction at various injection rates.
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Therefore, the split injections with ultrahigh injection

pressure strategy become one of the strategies for improving

the fuel injection system, which will discuss the influence of split

injection with different injection patterns in the next section.

4.2.3 Influence of different flexible injection
patterns

In addition to raising awareness that the injection pattern

plays an important role in the proposed spray behavior. Flexible

injection rates are represented by the split injections with

different injection patterns. Due to the complexity of this

injection pattern, the complexity of the resulting process

cannot be avoided. Therefore, the study of spray behavior and

complex mixing processes were analyzed in this section. In this

section, the 2QIGD, L2RECT, and H2RECT representing the

split injection with different injection patterns were examined

and compared with the influence of different flexible injection

patterns.

The vortex formation behavior is shown with the direction of

the velocity vector in Figure 14. It has been found that sustained

higher injection pressure at the starting point of the H2RECT

increases vortex formation and spray area. This phenomenon has

been shown to produce a wider dispersed spray shape. These

reveal that the spray penetration length and the spray diffusion

width depend on the spray injection mass flow rate. In addition,

Figure 14 shows that the highest initial injection pressure of the

2QIGD yields a long spray tip penetration, while the H2RECT

with a slightly lower initial injection pressure but sustained high

initial injection pressure shows longer spray tip penetration.

Also, the H2RECT has superior efficiency in the spray

diffusion behavior, showing the largest spray area boundary as

compared to the other cases. It can be seen that the initial

injection pressure shows a great influence on the spray

penetration behavior. The effect of multiple injections shows

an increase in turbulence at the first injection when the second

injection was joined.

In addition, different flexible injection patterns of split

injections exhibit different spray shapes as shown in

Figure 15. The simulation results in Figure 15 show the clear

expansion of the radial spray area, especially for the H2RECT

with a continuous very high first injection and low second

injection, and this is due to the phenomenon of pressure

inversion. When considering the boundary area at the end of

the injection point, the L2RECT shows the narrowest radial

spray expansion and the shortest spray tip penetration. This is

because the injection pressure settings of the first and second

injections are not largely different; this behavior is due to the

weakness of pressure inversion, while the other two injection

patterns show a high-pressure reversal from a large pressure

difference. However, the simulation result shows that the spray

penetration length depends on the peak injection, in which the

QIGD is the longest, the H2RECT is second, then the L2RECT.

Overall, Figure 15 shows that the continuous high injection

pressure has a small effect on the radial spray expansion, but the

high inverse injection pressure and the peak injection show a

significant effect on both radial extension and spray penetration

length.

FIGURE 17
Simulated spray penetration of different injection patterns.

FIGURE 18
Evaporation ratio of different injection patterns.
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4.3 Effective injection pattern

As the past findings show, the effective injection rate is the

injection rate with ultrahigh injection pressure, high initial

injection rate, and split injection, which include a

combination of such strategies.

Finally, this section discusses the overall influence of all the

different injection patterns in order to present the most effective

injection patterns on the mixing efficiency of diesel spray.

Figure 16 shows that the axial movement of the spray is

directly proportional to the initial injection pressure. It can be

seen that the injection pattern with a low initial injection rate

shows a shorter spray penetration, and the dwell time increases

the vortex interval as shown by the direction of the velocity

vector. In addition, the higher peak injection has shown a faster

dilute equivalence ratio.

Figure 16 shows that the H2RECT injection rate has the rapid

dilution equivalence ratio at the spray tip, which has a positive

effect on reducing liquid fuel collisions with combustion

chamber walls. This result shows that an injection rate of

continued high initial injection with sufficiently high injection

pressure causes the droplets to spread throughout the fuel spray

area and results in a lower equivalence ratio, thereby inhibiting

the formation of soot precursors causing good mixing and

combustion efficiency.

Figure 17 shows the spray penetration history results of spray

penetration for understanding well the spray breakup process.

The H2RECT injection rate shows the longest vapor penetration

length in the final stage, while the RECT injection rate shows the

shortest. This is because vapor penetration increases with

injection acceleration rate and continues to increase with the

injection rate before EOI. It can be seen that as the injection rate

breaks down during the dwell time, the liquid spray penetration

length drops to almost zero. However, it is clear that in the QIGD

and 2QIGD injection rate cases with high peak injection rates, the

injection pressure decreases steadily and decreases at the second

injection, showing that the liquid spray penetration length was

still visible after the EOI. This behavior can be explained by the

influence of injection pressure that results in the particle’s shear

force. A decreased shear force of the particles is not enough to

change the liquid state to vapor state. The remaining liquid after

the EOI is significant and may affect pollution due to the

possibility of unburned residual fuel.

To understand the relationship between the fuel injection

rate and fuel droplet breakup efficiency, Figure 18 presents the

simulation results of the evaporation ratio under different

injection patterns. It shows clear rapid evaporation in the

QIGD, 2QIGD, and H2RECT injection rate cases than in the

other injection patterns. However, the L2RECT injection rate

case shows the same evaporation ratio as the aforementioned

cases just after 0.15 ms ASI, while the RECT injection rate case

shows the lowest evaporation ratio; this is because of the lower

peak injection pressure. The QIGD, 2QIGD, L2RECT, and

H2RECT injection rate cases have different peak injection

FIGURE 19
Comparison of spray angle of different injection patterns.
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FIGURE 20
Spray temporal evolution in the resolution of equivalence ratio and temperature for different injection patterns.
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pressures; the high enough peak injection pressure effect is of a

good evaporation ratio. This is consistent with the results of the

discussion of predicting the value of the equivalence ratio.

The detailed information of the spray field region and spray

angle is significant for a complete understanding of spray

mixing. Figure 19 shows different spray angles, and it can be

observed that the spray angle depends on the injection rate in

each period. The H2RECT injection rate has the largest spray

angle in the first injection period, and this is because

evaporation is faster than in other cases which causes high

spray distribution. Meanwhile the L2RECT injection rate shows

the largest spray angle in the second injection phase. However,

the QIGD injection rate shows a bigger spray angle than the

second injection phase of the 2QIGD injection rate case. This is

because the QIGD injection rate case has a continuous

injection, while in the cases of 2QIGD and H2RECT

injection rates, the fuel is injected in the second injection,

resulting in a new high in-cylinder pressure and renewed

spray expansion. This demonstrates that the injection rate

and dwell time have a significant effect on spray

distribution. The effect of dwell time on the spray angle is

an interesting observation. The larger the spray angle, the

higher the gas entrainment.

Figure 20 shows the temperature history in equivalence ratio,

and the scatter points represent the equivalence ratio effect on the

temperature history. Figure 20 shows the weak scatter of the

equivalence ratio at high temperature and longer injection time,

especially for the QIGD and 2QIGD cases, showing stronger

scatter than for the RECT, L2RECT, and H2RECT cases. They

show strong scatter at low temperatures for all considered cases,

and this is due to the lower temperatures presenting incomplete

mixing processes, when the temperature increases result in

increasing the mixing efficiency. This phenomenal observation

from changing the injection rate because the RECT, L2RECT,

and H2RECT cases have a high injection rate from the beginning

results in a high temperature and causes strong mixing. Until

after the EOI, all study cases show a low value of equivalence ratio

with high temperature, which shows the weakest scatter due to

almost complete mixing. However, the results in the case of

QIDG and 2QIDG still show some scatter of the equivalence ratio

at this part because of the low injection rate before the EOI,

FIGURE 21
TKE of different injection patterns.

FIGURE 22
TKE distribution for different injection patterns.
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assuming that these cases might give incomplete mixing. In this

section, results show that higher injection causes higher

temperature and higher mixing efficiency, as well as causing

reduced ignition delay and resulting in faster combustion.

The intensity of the turbulent movement in the spray

process was investigated in the TKE as shown in Figure 21 to

explain the phenomenon of the equivalence ratio. The result

shows that the TKE is highest at the peak injection rate for all

cases. During the first injection, the H2RECT injection rate

case shows a stronger TKE that lasts longer than for the other

cases, and additional TKE distribution histories is

considered in Figure 22. The turbulent process produces a

small vortex that circulates the mixture, thus having a

different mixing. Figure 22 shows that changes in

injection rates have a significant effect on turbulence

behavior. Higher injection rates increase the fuel mass flux

and the turbulence wave results in increased mixing

efficiency.

5 Conclusion

In this study, the generatedmodel using the LESmodel under

basic conditions of ECN Spray A that investigated the effects of

various injection patterns by split injection with different

injection patterns on the spray characteristics can be

concluded as follows:

1) Split injection has a great effect on spray boundary occurrence

and the emergence of the spray vortex movement. The spray

angle of the L2RECT injection rate shape increases by

approximately 76% in the second injection when compared

with the RECT injection rate shape (typical shape). The dwell

time poses a significant effect on spray expansion, which

results in higher gas entrainment because the fuel pressure is

weakened during the dwell time, causing a faster dilution

equivalence ratio, quickly completing the mixing process.

2) A maintained high injection rate shows low equivalence ratio

and reveals rapid growth of the spray area due to the

development of turbulence structure from the velocity

effect, resulting in better mixing. The injection rate with a

sufficiently high injection pressure causes the droplets to

spread throughout the fuel spray area and results in a

lower equivalence ratio, resulting in good mixing and

combustion efficiency and inhibiting the formation of soot

precursors. The H2RECT injection rate shape shows the

highest amount of heat released, which can give a better

mixing process and complete combustion.

3) The continuous high injection pressure and the different high

injection pressures of the double injection show a significant

effect on both the radial extension and spray tip length. The

H2RECT injection rate shape shows that the vapor

penetration increased by approximately 26.7% from the

RECT injection rate shape (typical shape) and increased

about 20% more than that from the L2RECT injection rate

shape. Due to the influence of the injection pressure and a

maintained high injection rate, the resulting particle’s shear

forces the droplets to spread throughout the fuel spray area

causing a low equivalence ratio, resulting in better mixing and

combustion efficiency and inhibiting the formation of soot

precursors.

4) The injection rate and dwell time have a great effect on spray

distribution. The spray turbulence behavior is an indicator of

airflow in the spray, while the spray angle is an indicator of the

movement of the mixture. The formation of turbulence

structure that results in the formation of the vortex at the

spray head creates a lean equivalence ratio which creates a

good mixing behavior, causing as a result a larger spray angle

that results in higher gas entrainment.

5) The split injection and initial injection rates play a key role in

evaporation, turbulence kinetics, and reaction processes. The

H2RECT injection rate shape is the most effective in diesel

spray mixing because the ultrahigh injection pressure of split

injection with a high first injection and small second injection

is effective to create a ready-mix from the first injection,

resulting in quick complete mixing.

Finally, the results from the simulation show that the

structure of the spray mixing is significantly affected by the

flexible injection patterns. The split injection with different

injection patterns have shown remarkable efficacy in this

study, where the split injection and initial injection rates play

a key role in evaporation, turbulence kinetics, and reaction

processes.
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Nomenclature

ECN engine combustion network

CFD computational fluid dynamics

EOI end of injection

ASI after start of injection

SMD Sauter mean diameter

TKE turbulence kinetic energy

RANS Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes

LES large eddy simulations

SGS sub-grid scale

NTC no time counter model

KH Kelvin–Helmholtz instability model

RT Rayleigh–Taylor instability model

NOx nitrogen oxides

CO carbon monoxide

CO2 carbon dioxide

C12H26 n-dodecane

Ta ambient temperature [K]

Pa ambient pressure [MPa]

ρa ambient density [kg/m2]

Tf fuel temperature [K]

tinj injection time [ms]

minj injection mass [mg]

Pinj injection pressure [MPa]

do orifice diameter

Cd steady flow discharge coefficient

Ω maximum growth rate of varicose waves

Λ wavelength

N2 nitrogen

H2O water

O2 oxygen

rN2 nitrogen ratio [%]

rH2O water ratio [%]

rO2 oxygen ratio [%]

rCO2 carbon dioxide [%]

B0 KH model breakup size constant

B1 KH model breakup time constant

Cτ RT model breakup time constant

CRT RT model size constant

KRT RT model weave number

r droplet radius

τ breakup time

Lb breakup length

Cbl breakup length constant

ρl fuel density

ρg ambient gas density
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